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Abstract
In knowledge-based advice-giving dialog systems , problem
solving is typically carried out using symbolic processing
and the output is .u sually produced in a textual form . This
kind of processing, based on symbols and language, makes
it very difficult to design systems which give explanations
in a pictorial form . To tackle this problem, we present techniques which allow a smooth transition between the symbolic processing of problem solving and the pictorial presentation of a solution. The techniques are based on new
data structures, called picture-fram es, for pictorially representing knowledge. Pictures are manipulated and built up
incrementally and upon completion of the problem-solving
process, represent the solution to the problem. We discu ss
our experience with picture-frames on the basis of a prototypical tutoring system implemented in Prolog.
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Introduction

Today 's use of pictures and diagrams depends criti cally on
whether their presentation is made with an interactive or
a non-interactive medium. Pictures and diagrams are used
extensively in m a terials which can be prepared in a fi xed
for.m at in advance of being presented, such as in' books an d
fi lms; the communication is one-way, with the reader (or
viewer) having no input capabilities. Numeric data are conveniently represented in graphs and charts. More complex
non-numeric information, deali ng for example with det ails
of processes involving real objects, are often explained with
the help of pictures. Examples of such pictorial expla n ations of non-numeric data can b e found in news and weather
reports .
In interactive advi ce-giving systems, on the other hand,
the dialog between the user and the system is presently
based more on language rather than on pictures. Indeed ,
in their recent review article on user interfaces to expert
systems, Carroll and McKendree [2] never once mention
the use of picture-like explanations. While icons are routinely used in today's user interfaces, they are not applied

in a knowledge-based manner : They typically represent a
specific command , state or object, while the system has no
concept of the semantics which a user would associate with
particular arrangements of such icons.
A major source of difficul ty in graphically presenting
non-numeri c information in interactive advice-giving systems is that that the problem-solving modules of knowledgebased systems rely almost exclusively on symbolic processing. P roblems to be solved , dom ain knowledge, and the
final solu tions to t he problem s a re typically represented in
a symbolic form - for example with Minsky 's frames [6] .
The transformation of a piece of non-numeric information
from a symbolic to a pictorial form is usually rather difficult
to carry out since symbolic representations do not, in practice, contain such details as are necessary for the system to
p erform an appropriate transformat ion . The information
which is stored in a knowledge base typically reflects the
logical structure of the domain being described and is captured in a linguistic form , rather tha n reflecting the physical
struct ure of the situation.
Our goal in the present study is to develop t echniques
which endow advice-giving dialog systems with the capability of using pictures to explain operations to a user in situations in which such pictures are superior to written texts.
For reasons of compa tibili ty with existing knowledge-based
systems, the usual symbolic problem-solving methods of
advice-giving dialog systems must remain in place. In addition , we require that system responses be tailored to the
individual user's particular n eeds. This means t hat at least
par t of the gr aphics must be designed by the system at runtime, since pre-drawn pictures cannot take into account information specified by the user in the previous parts of the
dialog.
In this pa per we develop a method for systematically
building up pictorial representat ions of non-numeric inform ation to b e presented to the user of a knowledge-based
advice-giving system. In Section 2 we report briefly on previous work toward solving this problem . The experience
we gathered led to the development of new data structures
which draw graphics into the problern-solvingprocess; these
are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 describes an application of our techniques to a prototypical tu toring system for
high-school chemistry. We discuss our techniques in Section
5.
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2

3.1

A First Approach

One method of producing pictorial presentations at runtime makes use of techniques drawn from computational
linguistics. In this area, considerable work has been carried
out on natural language generation from semantic representations (see for example McDonald [4J and McKeown [5]).
Input to such systems is typically a frame-based description of an event, output is its natural language description.
Building on this work , we designed and implemented a picture generator which accepts as input a frame-like semantic
representation and produces a sequence of pictures which
express the semantics (see [3]) . The system has a lexicon
with graphic symbols and descriptions of their movements
to express actions (i.e., verbs).
We designed and implemented a prototypical dialog system for providing users with information concerning the installation and maintenance of microcomputers. A user can
ask questions like "How do I install a memory expansion
board?" Two sample frames of the output of our system
is shown in Figure 1: In (a) the user is instructed to turn
around his machine, whi le in (b) he is instructed to undo
screws in the 5 positions pointed to by arrows.
While this method is very general , it proved to be too
powerful for limited domains . A difficult problem turned
out to be the design of the pictorial presentations which
appear "aesthetically pleasing." For pre-drawn pictures,
this design is carried out by a graphic artist, but we h ad
considerable difficulty in writing algorithms to carry out
this task. Further , since the graphics were added after the
problem-solving process was completed, it was difficult to
ensure that the semantics of the final presentation actually
did correspond to the intended meaning. This latter problem is one which also plagues natural language generation
systems.

3

Graphics in Knowledge
Representation

Our experience with the picture generator led us to conclude that graphics must also b e part of the problem-solving
process. The challenge is to enable a smooth transition between the usual symbolic process of problem solving to a
graphic representation of a solution. The techniques which
we describe in this section take steps in this direction.

t
(a)'

s"I
(b)

Figure 1: Two snapshots of a generated graphic presentation

Picture-Frames

In order to bring graphics into the representation of knowledge, we designed data structures called picture-frames,
which are extensions of Minsky's frames [6J. The extensions deal with pictures and techniques to modify them in
order to flexibly represent solutions to problems.
The central part of a picture-frame is a picture (or
graphic) of a typical scene in the domain of the application.
The picture contains the objects in the configuration normally found when working in the domain . Besides the usual
slots and methods of Minsky's frames, a picture-frame has
graphic slots for making additions or other cha.nges in the
picture. The parts of a picture-frame can be summari zed.
as follows:

A picture and its name. A (black and white) picture is
represented by a pixel-matrix, with each bit representing a pixel. However, any other representation of
a picture; from which such a bit-representation can
easily be generated, is sufficient .
Slots for manipulations of the picture . In these picture-manipulation slots, minor modifications of the
basic picture are recorded. A slot is associated with
each part of the picture which could conceivably be
changed (rotated , translated, etc.). Placing a value
into such a slot results in an "if-added" procedure
being called and making the corresponding change in
the picture.
Slots for graphic symbols. These graphic-symbol slots
serve to add symbols to the basic picture. For example, an object in the picture may have associated
with it a graphic-symbol slot called label. At the time
this slot is filled by a value (for example a character
string), a line pointing at the object is automatically
drawn into the picture from the object in question to
some free space at the side of the picture. The character string is then written into the picture in the free
space at the end of the line. To a human viewer of the
picture, this has the effect of naming (i.e., labeling)
the object.
Slots to define hierarchies. These hierarchy slots are
used to record names of other picture-frames which
represent more detailed views of parts of the current
picture.
Further slots and methods. Further knowledge pertaining to the scene of the picture-fr ame is stored in
the usual frame- based manner.

The parts of a picture-frame a re summarized in Figure
2. The picture, adapted from one in the German "Duden
Bildworterbuch" shows a typical office scene. Modifications
a nd additions to such a basic picture can be used to produce
explanations for users.
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Name:

4

Executive office

A Prototypical Application

To illustrate the concepts introduced in the last section , we
designed and implemented a prototypical tutoring system
for chemistry problem s at the hi gh-school level. The system
is written in Prolog.

Slots for manipulations of the picture
Slots for graphic symbols
Slots for hierarchially organizing picture-frames
Furthe r slots and methods
Figure 2: Composition of a picture-frame

3.2

Problem Solving with Picture-Frames

The picture-frames a re used for problem-solving in a m a nner which extends th at of norma l fr a mes . Given a problem,
the sys tem searches in its knowledge-base of picture-frames
for the one which corresponds m ost closely to the problem .
The facts which are known from the input are recorded directly in appropriate slots; others are computed with the
help'of methods and then recorded in slots, thereby "solving" t he problem. If this process can successfully b e carried
out , the picture of the picture-fr ame is finally produced as
the solu tion to the problem . Otherwise, the search for a
more a ppropriate picture-frame continues and the procedure is rep eated.
The important aspect of the use of picture-fr ames is
the m echa nism to m ake changes to the basic picture. In
normal fr ames, information is simply recorded in slots ; in
picture-fr ames , a graphic representation of this information is recorded in the picture in a manner whi ch can be
understood by a n external (i.e., human) observer. Thus
the solution is obtained incrementally through a series of
manipulation s of the basic picture and is available as soon
as the problem- solving process is complete. This procedure
circumvents the process of generation (of natural language
or pi ctures) from an internal form of the solution into an
external form which can be understood by humans.
The graphi c symbols added to the basic pictures have
the effect of leading the user 's attention through the picture. They highlight features which are con sidered important by the system for the understanding of the solution to
the problem . Furthermore, these symbols add languag e to
the pictorial presentation , since they can include text. This
aids the user in verbalizing for himself the solu tion .

Chemistry is a subj ect in which diagrams play an important role in conveying information. Textbooks typically explain experiments wit h the help of diagrams showing fl asks,
tes t tubes , Bunsen burners etc. To a student, such diagrams
of the experimental set-up are essential because chemi cal
formulae only tell what h appens in a reaction on the molecular level, not how to produce it. For example, information
such as the physical state of the chemicals, whether heat
must b e added, and in what order chemicals must be added
to one anot her are not contained in the equa tion for a reaction.
In examining high-school chemistry textbooks, we noticed that there a re a small number of basic experimental techniques which can b e combined to carry ou t arbit rarily complex experiments. In each of these techniques,
the apparatus changes only slightly from one experiment to
the next. The fund a mental aspect which changes is which
chemicals a re used and in what order the basic experimental techniques are applied . Thus we designed picture-fr ames
for these basic operations (see Appendi x A for examples).
Graphic-symbol slots were attached to each picture-frame
to represent the chemicals placed into the various containers. The pict ure-fr a mes can b e combined to portray larger
experiments.
The system has a set of rules representing chemical reactions and the experimental techniques necessary to carry
out the reaction. A user can ask the system questions by
calli ng up an appropriate Prolog predicate.! The system
determines whi ch reactions are necessary and produces a
picture by augmenting the appropriate picture-frames. For
example, with the following command, the user asks "How
is H2 produced?" The varia ble B is unified with the augmented pict ure:
? - produzieren('H2'. B) .

Figure 3 shows B whi ch represents t he solution to the problem the user posed . The system has determined that H2 can
qe produced by di ssolving 2n in Hel (a liquid ). Thus the
picture-fr ame "subs tanzJ oesen " ("dissolve a substance")
(see again Appendix A) is selected and appropriately a ugmented with labels for the chemicals .
A more complex example is t he question "How is N2
produced ?" Here a sequence of reactions must be carried
out. The tutoring system builds up the experiment one step
at a time, showing what chemicals are involved. In these
exa mples, a simple, short text appears in the picture, giving a verbal explanation of the key point , while the details

1 In this prototy pi cal system , we did not write a fan cy in put system
for the pupil , since it would have distract ed from the point we are
making.
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remain encoded in the picture. The system's response is illustrated in Figures 4 to 7. In the first step (Figure 4), NH3
in fluid form is heated up, producing this same chemical as
a gas. Next, the NH3 is dried with the help of calcium chloride , CaC12 (Figure 5). In the third step (Figure 6), CuD is
heated and the NH3 passed over it, yielding N2 . Finally, t he
N2 is trapped in an upside-down beaker (Figure 7).
As a final example, we show how one picture can be augmented by different graphic-symbol slots in order to answer

two very different questions . Figure 8 (a) shows a reaction being described , whereas (b ) explains the apparatus
required to produce that reaction. The basic picture is the
same, but it is augmented in different ways. Both can be
produced if the picture-fram es have different sets of slots
for graphic symbols.
Further details concerning these examples may be found
in [1) .
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Figure 4: Producing N2: Step l.
Figure 3: Answer to the question : "How is H2 produ ced ?"

Translation: NH3 solution is heated. NH3 escapes (as a gas).
Continu e with "w".
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Figure 5: Producing N2: Step 2.

Figure 6: Producing N2: Step 3.

Translation: NH3 is dried with th e help of calcium chloride .
Continu e with "w ".

Translation: CuD is heated and NH3 pass ed over it. Co ntinue
with "w".
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Figure 7: Producing N2: Step 4.
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Our work opens up various problems for furth er study.
First, a methodology for the acquisition of pictorial knowledge represented in picture-frames must b e developed. At
present , all knowledge in our prototypical system is handcoded into the knowledge base. Second, hier a rchies of picture-fr ames and the inheritance between them must be inves tigated. In the current system, hierarchies are used
to organize discrete enlargements of pictures. Techniques
of smoothly zooming into higher levels of det ail ought to
be realizable. It is unclear how this can be accomplished
within the discrete hierarchies of picture-frames . Finally,
new techniques for user input, based on the pictorial outp~t of the knowledge-based system, should be developed.
An implementation in an object-oriented language would
be a ppropriate.
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(b)
Figure 8: Example of a picture which is augmented ill different ways.
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Appendix A: Picture-Frames for a
Prototypical Tutoring System

Name: "substanzJoesen"
Dissolve a solid in a fluid

Name: "gas-strom"
Pass a gas over a solid

tr
n
Name: "Substanz_erhitzen"
Heat up a substance

Name: "gas_trocknen"
Dry a gas

ame: "inJl.Jeiten"
Dissolve a gas in a liquid

Nalne: "pneu_wanne"
Trap gas in a beaker

Name: "fl-yerdampfen"
Evaporate a liquid

Name: "fl_tropfen ~
Let a fluid drip into
a beaker
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